NATIONAL GUNDOG ASSOCIATION
CHAMPIONSHIP DOG SHOW
Sunday 2nd August 2015
Judge: Mrs B. Hutchison

BEST OF BREED
SU(U) CH NU CH CASTLEROCK SIMPLY MAGIC

BEST PUPPY IN BREED
BITCON CAREFREE

DCC SH CH/SEU(U)/CH/NOUCH CASTLEROCK SIMPLY MAGIC FIV-12 SEV-13 NORDV-14 SE (MISS A DYREN)
RDCC SH CH ONYXRO MENSJA JW (MR M W, MRS M G, MISS C & MISS N MANGHAM)
BCC SH CH FELDKIRK FASHION (K ANDERSON)
RBCC ISLSTROM TORRACHILTY JW (MR R & MRS SM ROSS)
BOB SH CH/SEU(U)/CH/NOUCH CASTLEROCK SIMPLY MAGIC FIV-12 SEV-13 NORDV-14 SE (MISS A DYREN)
BP BITCON CAREFREE (MRS K ARMSTRONG)

Veteran - Dog
Entries: 4 Absentees: 0
1ST CH CALZEAT CAUSA COMMOTION AT FLATCHARM (IMP) (MISS K L HOLLAND)
2ND SH CH CASTLEROCK STORMY KNIGHT OVER HEATHERIDGE JW SHCM (MS S PINGREE)
3RD CULMQUILL SUPADUPA DAY (MRS E A BROOK)
RES LLANTRUSSA EARL OF WARWICK AT LINEOVER (MR & MRS L B NICHOLLS)

Minor Puppy - Dog
Entries: 2 Absentees: 0
1ST BEAUTYFIELD'S GLENURY ROYAL AT TELURN (IMP DEU) (MISS K LUTNER)
2ND DAKOTASPIRIT INTO THE WILD [ATC AS01225ITA] (V ARDINO)

Puppy - Dog
Entries: 3 Absentees: 0
1ST BEAUTYFIELD'S GLENURY ROYAL AT TELURN (IMP DEU) (MISS K LUTNER)
2ND CAPELDEWI HOME BEFORE DARK (A CLARKE)
3RD BRAMATHA BROWNIE (MISS S E F WHITTAKER)
Junior - Dog
Entries: 9 Absentees: 0

1ST  GLOI DUBH FINGAL JW (MS E J & DR L WALKER & ROBERTS)
2ND  KULAWAND INTUITION AT MANDAMAY (MR D WILMSHURST)
3RD  CANDLIZ BLACK ADMIRAL AT CLANDRIFT JW (MRS V BOWEN)
RES  CACI'S JUST A GIGOLO AT STEELRIVER (IMP SWE) (MRS W BLAIN)
VHC  FLATCHARM BLACKJACK WITH LAYASWAY (MISS A & MISS K WEBSTER & HOLLAND)

Yearling - Dog
Entries: 6 Absentees: 1

1ST  CACI'S JUST A GIGOLO AT STEELRIVER (IMP SWE) (MRS W BLAIN)
2ND  BRANCHALWOOD STRATHEARN OF DAICHEIL (AI) (MR A & MRS A LAIRD)
3RD  WOODAVENS WATER CHARMER (MISS D WARRINGTON)
RES  PAJANBECK YOU SEXY THING RIVAGE (MR F H & MRS D P SHELLEY)
VHC  GHILGRANGE CRUSADER PRINCE (MR J J W & MRS C KELLY)

Novice - Dog
Entries: 3 Absentees: 0

1ST  KULAWAND INTUITION AT MANDAMAY (MR D WILMSHURST)
2ND  GLENTURRET CUTTING CREW (A F, C J & M DURRANT)
3RD  GHILGRANGE CRUSADER PRINCE (MR J J W & MRS C KELLY)

Graduate - Dog
Entries: 7 Absentees: 1

1ST  ALMANZA FINAL IMPACT (IMP SWE) (MRS K ARMSTRONG)
2ND  CHARMING MELVIN OASIS OF PEACE (IMP CZ) JW (MRS G & MRS J JACOBS & HOLMES)
3RD  SEAHEART ARCHIBALD OF DAICHEIL (MR A & MRS A LAIRD)
RES  BITCON LUTHER (MR R & MRS R WEDDELL)
VHC  REHYRB D'OLIVEIRA AT MELDORFER (MRS F A ROBB)
Post Graduate - Dog
Entries: 6 Absentees: 0

1ST  CANDIDACASA DIRTY DANCING (A & F, C STEWART & HOLMES)
2ND  BOCHILBARLEY BALLABRIGGS WITH TESSERA (MRS S M ENTICKNAP)
3RD  DOWNSTREAM FACE THE MUSIC JW (MR J M & MRS KN ROSS)
RES  ROTHERFIELD FIRST REQUEST JW (MRS W BLAIN)
VHC  BOCHILBARLEY NIGHT SPIRIT (MRS P BELLAMY)

Limit - Dog
Entries: 7 Absentees: 0

1ST  WHIZZBANG'S WE WILL ROCK YOU AT LLANTRUSSA (IMP) (MRS C A PRICE)
2ND  HALLBENT OCTOBER TOCCATA (MR B & MRS G BROADBENT)
3RD  GAYPLUME VITAL SPARK (MRS A M GULBIS)
RES  ORKHATOS LUCAS AT AUCHINBRECK SHCM (MRS E CULLEN)
VHC  TARANBECK PHOENIX TO FORGEWAY (MR T D & MRS N HARGREAVES)

Open - Dog
Entries: 13 Absentees: 1

1ST  SH CH/SEU(U)/CH/NOUCH CASTLEROCK SIMPLY MAGIC FIV-12 SEV-13 NORDV-14 SE (MISS A DYREN)
2ND  SH CH ONYXRO MENSA JW (MR M W, MRS M G, MISS C & MISS N MANGHAM)
3RD  GER CH/VDH CH RHINEFIELD'S AS HAPPY AS LARRY GERJCH EUJW11 CLUBJW11 [A (MISS N KLUTH)
RES  SH CH GREENBAYHILL BLACK TUXEDO (MR & MRS R DOUGLAS)
VHC  IT CH DIAMANTE BLU IMPERIO (MRS GENCO)

Good Citizen Dog Scheme - Dog
Entries: 2 Absentees: 0

1ST  HOPEVALLEY MORNING MAYHEM JW SHCM (MRS M E ROMEO-DIESTE)
2ND  CANDLIZ BLACK ADMIRAL AT CLANDRIFT JW (MRS V BOWEN)
Veteran - Bitch
Entries: 8 Absentees: 0

1ST BENVELLYN CAPE LITTLE KAROO (MRS & MISS SMITHERMAN)
2ND RUSTICUS TEA ROSE AT GAYPLUME (MRS H C MURRAY)
3RD LLANTRUSSA CHIQUITITA (MRS C A PRICE)
RES BRANCHALWOOD BEAULY WATER AT JASKAR (MR A J & MRS J & MRS A J RYDER & THOMSON)
VHC BOCHILBARLEY NOVEMBER MIST OVER HOPEVALLEY (MRS M E ROMEO-DIESTE)

Minor Puppy - Bitch
Entries: 3 Absentees: 0

1ST STRANFAER SOLITAIRE (MRS K & MR D JOYCE)
2ND LUBELLKA MIDNIGHT MAGIC (MISS L BERRISFORD)
3RD BITCON WINTER GLORY (MISS A L GREEN)

Puppy - Bitch
Entries: 5 Absentees: 2

1ST BITCON CAREFREE (MRS K ARMSTRONG)
2ND MOITY THURSDAY NEXT AT CLEIRWY (MISS A C YATES)
3RD CAPELDEWI LOVE ON THE ROCKS (MRS S M CANDLER)

Junior - Bitch
Entries: 15 Absentees: 2

1ST BEAUTYFIELD’S FLASHDANCE AT TELURN JW (IMP DEU) (MISS K LUTNER)
2ND GLENTURRET COLOUR ME CRAZY (A F. C J & M DURRANT)
3RD YONSAFF VIENNA BY HOPEVALLEY (MRS M E ROMEO-DIESTE)
RES DRAKETOR SEA GYPSY AMONG FAIRWINDS (MRS S & MISS V LEWIS)
VHC FLATCHARM CHELSEA WHOPPER (MISS A DYREN)
Yearling - Bitch
Entries: 11 Absentees: 2

1ST  MOONSTRUCK MACADAMIA JW/15 (MS C & MS G DROTTSGARD & BRUNNSTROM)
2ND  KVICKSANS CAN'T TAKE MY EYES OF YOU (MRS ALATALO)
3RD  BITCON ON SUISSE WITH MADISON (MRS V & MS L GOLDBERG & KEIGHT)
RES  DARK DEVOTION ZUCCESS HIP ZONE AT TREVORSILK (IMP NLD) (MR & MRS T J TREVOR)
VHC  GLENTURRET COLOUR ME CRAZY (A F, C J & M DURRANT)

Novice - Bitch
Entries: 4 Absentees: 1

1ST  LLANTRUSSA HOT OFF THE PRESS TO LINEOVER (MR & MRS L B & MRS C NICHOLLS & AFSETH PRICE)
2ND  GHILGRANGE KISSY FUR (MS D A HALL)
3RD  GHILGRANGE NAUGHTY BUT NICE (MR J J W & MRS C KELLY)

Graduate - Bitch
Entries: 8 Absentees: 0

1ST  GLOI DUBH ERISKAY JW (MS E J & DR L WALKER & ROBERTS)
2ND  WISTASTON LOVE BIRD (MISS G & MRS S WILLIAMS & GOODWIN)
3RD  SEAHEART ANNELIESE BY BENVELLYN (MR & MRS B JONES)
RES  CANDILIZ PINK LADY (MISS C WELLS)
VHC  ROBERTSGLEN QUEEN OF HEARTS AT BONNYHILBRAE (MRS C A STAFF)

Post Graduate - Bitch
Entries: 13 Absentees: 2

1ST  GWENADILLO SEEKA'S DREAM (MRS B GAMMON)
2ND  FLATHAM'S GAODE DELBAX FROM CASTLEROCK JW (IMP SW) (MRS D & MRS S BROOKS & AYLING)
3RD  LLANTRUSSA AS MAD AS A HATTER (AI) (MRS C A PRICE)
RES  GLOI DUBH ENCHANTRESS JW (MS E J & DR L WALKER & ROBERTS)
VHC  BOCHILBARLEY SILVER ANGEL (MRS P BELLAMY)
**Limit - Bitch**  
Entries: 15 Absentees: 2

1ST  BALLYRIVER FLASHDANCE (MR A, MRS F & MS C A STEWART & YOUNG)
2ND  GWENADILLO LOCH NELL (MISS J CALVERLEY)
3RD  TORPEDOS IT'S A MAGIC MORNING (MISS N SKJELBRED)
RES  HOPEVALLEY MORNING MIST (MRS M E ROMEO-DIESTE)
VHC  BROOMSWARD VERA WANG (MRS D E EDWARDS)

**Open - Bitch**  
Entries: 12 Absentees: 3

1ST  SH CH FELDKIRK FASHION (K ANDERSON)
2ND  ISLSTROM TORRACHILTY JW (MR R & MRS SM ROSS)
3RD  IT CH DIAMANTE BLU ALOHMORA (MRS GENCO)
RES  SH CH BEANIT LUKA TO KEEPERSWAY JW SHCM (MR R & MS L ASHCROFT & LONG)
VHC  NED/LUX/INT CH GO WITH THE FLOW BE CALLED CHEERFUL NJK'11 (M H P C BOSMAN)

**Good Citizen Dog Scheme - Bitch**  
Entries: 2 Absentees: 0

1ST  CANDILIZ PINK LADY (MISS C WELLS)
2ND  LYNEHOLME NETTLE (MRS A BISHOP)